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ABSTRACT

Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanisms are simple, OS-provided communication endpoints that do not typically accommodate program-level needs on latency, resource utilization, and mobility. But modern network-connected devices, particularly in IoT, have a wide variety of custom needs and frugal capabilities that standard networking stacks and programming interfaces do not cater for well. Thus IPC needs to evolve, but programmers would need to commit to new communication choices through their source code, which is difficult to change.

This position paper argues for the reimagining of IPC to benefit IoT through program-level tailoring of composable and reusable protocol building-blocks for computation- and data-management in distributed systems. We propose sprockets, a generalization of RPC beyond marshalling and synchronization. It incorporates programmer annotations about code semantics, program-level network-related functions, and performance expectations. This is a stepping stone towards the declarative synthesis of high-level IPC that better meets the program’s communication needs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanisms—such as signals, shared memory, pipes, and sockets—present OS-supported services for the communication of information, but not for the communication needs of programs that use the IPC. IPCs typically present simple and fixed APIs for generality, usability and portability. It is then up to the programmer to wrap and maintain any program-specific communication behavior around these building blocks.

Communication is very important to modern programs, and essential in IoT. Programs tend to form part of distributed...
systems that involve both frugally-resourced IoT devices and more highly-resourced local or upstream servers that coordinate the devices and process their data.

The core problem with current IPC schemes is the limited intent that programmers can express. Programs have to "fight physics" [14] and IPC can be more helpful in mediating IPCs provide little (ii) TCP's "one size fits all" approach, for example. In §2 we need to make communications end-point, but do not capture program-level intent through knowledge of datatypes and function properties—such as idempotence, associativity, concurrency constraints, and other limitations on side-effects. We argue for the development of "high-level" IPCs that provide program-level abstractions to support modern use-cases. (ii) IPCs provide little configurability, which often takes the form of restricted namespaces (e.g., address and protocol families in the Berkeley sockets interface) or crude protocol customization through opaque calls to ioctl(). We argue for a compositional, property-guided approach that captures the program’s latency and reliability preferences more intuitively, rather than through the rough customization of TCP’s "one size fits all" approach, for example. In §2 we motivate this idea further.

IPCs evolve conservatively because of the legacy systems that rely on them, but there might be evolutionary pathways that do not disrupt legacy applications. Other parts of the communication ecosystem have evolved more readily, particularly in transport protocols such as QUIC [8], MPTCP [12], specialized datacenter transports such as NDP [5], and specialized protocols for IoT [2]. This evolution has come at the cost of interoperability with existing standards, since these schemes create fresh protocols, but applications are being modified in tandem with the evolution of protocols and with the increase in popularity of new protocols. We argue that an improved IPC can work within and above existing standards by being transparent to them, by emulating techniques used in in-network computing and network middleboxes.

This slow evolution of IPC contributes to a growing communication gap between what programmers need and what IPCs can deliver. Current solutions to this problem fall into two camps: (i) more featureful Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interfaces or (ii) more configurable transports. Neither is ideal by itself, and combining them is not straightforward: they are separated by a layer of abstraction from one another as shown in Fig. 1, since current approaches tend to loosely-couple the two.

How IPCs could evolve. In this paper, we argue that new IPCs are needed to address this problem. These IPCs would be defined by program-level declarations. Such IPCs would offer better per-program customizability for the IPC’s behavior and features. This would not only improve programmer convenience but also improve utilization of shared resources and improve security and performance. Current IPCs do not provide the right “knobs” to allow the programmer or some other control system to tune for this.

We propose an example IPC, called sprockets, that consists of the following: (i) High-level description of meta-properties of data-types and functions, such as side-effects and object sizes; (ii) High-level description of channel properties and program expectations, such as the types and quantities of loss that the program can tolerate, or whether a channel is simplex or duplex; (iii) High-level description of program-level behavior that the IPC should provide, such as caching (and its duration and cache size). (iv) The automatic synthesis of correct, stateful protocols that satisfy the high-level constraints (i-iii). (v) A custom but stable API, and a performance overhead in which you only “pay for what you use”. We envisage that sprockets would be library-provided, application-level mechanisms that expose partly- or wholly-offloadable functionality to specialized hardware.

sprockets do not replace existing IPCs, but rather build on them—in the same way high-level languages do not replace low-level languages. They are intended to provide a richer, reusable and mature front-end to stable communication interfaces. Further, they only target message-based IPC—not signals, for example.

There are two core ideas in sprockets’ design: (i) it generalizes RPC to synthesize custom per-program protocols that are then executed through low-level (existing) IPCs; (ii) it is configurable both through the inclusion of custom processing code and through the combination of pre-packaged modules—for example, to provide bounded forms of reliability. These ideas enable IPC evolution through the extensible generation of program-level interfaces that combine OS-provided IPCs with PL-provided abstractions.

Have we been here before? The closest sprocket-style support that exists at the moment realize a very limited vision of the high-level, declarative IPC we are proposing. RPC and systems like protocol buffers [1] are focused on marshalling state based on type-level data descriptions, and are typically used in client/server peerings of applications. We envisage incorporating more information to the code synthesizer, such as explicit semantics of functions and function calls, program-level network-related functions, and performance expectations. Some of this information will be percolated down to the transport layer, to use a transport that satisfies constraints set by the programmer and provide a common entry point to both RPC and transports, as sketched in Fig. 1.

Core research questions related to declarative IPCs include:

(1) How do we express program-level communication intent?
(2) How do we express deployment-related performance expectations or constraints? (3) How is communication intent translated into a protocol implementation, or a configuration of an existing protocol? (4) How do we express and verify correctness criteria?

2 HOW IPC EVOLUTION BENEFITS IOT

Programs' communication needs go beyond transferring bytes. Having a high-level IPC that can interpret more programmer intent would better address existing and changing trends in program communication: (i) Modern programs often run on heterogeneous platforms. More adequate logic is needed to support modern application designs on modern platforms. For example, self-adjusting computation [3] is a general computation approach that can reduce resource use and improve performance, and could be coupled with an OS-provided IPC. (ii) Cross-domain reasoning (about what information can flow between programs) is left entirely to the programmer. Modern programs can make use of security-oriented architecture to mitigate against hardware vulnerabilities [7] by using trusted hardware and secure enclaves, but communication across domains is ad hoc. (iii) Communication patterns of distributed, heterogeneous programs are more complex, but IPCs currently provide no support for this despite commonly-occurring needs such as intermittent computation [6] for IoT or opportunistic networking on smartphones. (iv) Network-connected programs can avail themselves of different access networks, including WiFi or 5G [15]. Networks are increasingly offering rich communication and computation fabrics [13] for program-directed customization of usage, but existing IPCs are too abstract and leave it to programs to manage mobility [9] or timing constraints. (v) Future programs may need to distribute across more systems, such as in inter-cloud systems or edge clouds, thus strengthening the need for better communication support. (vi) Current IPCs present limited opportunity for application-oriented cross-layer optimization. While cross-layer optimization has been researched for specific applications and workloads [11], there does not exist a general facility for different applications, workloads, and criteria to use such optimization. Higher-level IPC can provide such a facility because of the logic they encapsulate. (vii) More sophisticated IPCs can define a larger offload boundary to utilize additional or specialized hardware, such as programmable switches [10] or NICs [4] that are already widely available.

3 AN EARLY PROTOTYPE: SPRACKETS

In this section we describe sprockets, an IPC design that realizes some of goals. sprockets have these features: 1) Generalize send/receive operations into custom communication operations. Depending on what an application needs, functions can be synthesized to both send and receive a range of data over a set amount of time, and pass it through custom checks and transformations. Effectively, this creates a synchronization primitive that is customized for an application's needs. 2) Checkpointing of state adjacent to communication endpoints. Transmitted state and metadata can be persisted for later replay, in case one of the peers crashes. The programmer is provided with hooks to either restore state from a checkpoint or to update a checkpoint based on persisted data after the last checkpoint. Old checkpoint information is purged. 3) Annotation of function metaproperties. Functions are annotated to indicate whether they are side-effecting since this affects whether they can be called during a replay without affecting other state—to implement "at most once" semantics. Functions are also annotated to indicate whether they are idempotent, in which case calling the function more than once is a safe operation. This is done when the transport is not required to guard against repetitions. 4) Communication constraint annotation. Various communication-related details need to be expressed for the system to generate the right wrapper. These details include communication with a peer may be bidirectional, constraints on datagram size and the rate and latency of transmission. Hooks are provided in case any constraints are breached at runtime, so the program can adjust by signalling to the other end (if bidirectional communication is possible). Alternatively, fall-backs can be used—such as using different communication parameters or changing the IPC's communication behavior to send less data.

3.1 Protocol schema

Our initial design is based on the idea of a general protocol schema that can be instantiated to produce different types of protocols. The general idea is sketched in Fig. 2.

Our early prototype (§3.2) allows us to pick-and-choose some features from TCP and provide program-level communication processing that goes beyond TCP. This design combines with third-party systems, including serialization libraries and protocol transports, to provide better support for program-level communication needs. This support is chosen by the programmer based on a selectable set of features, including: largest data structure that can be transferred in a single unit (made to correspond to the underlying link’s MTU), the communication’s direction (A → B, B → A, or both, as shown in Fig. 2), the extent of reliability that is required (which indicates the required tolerance to loss and reordering of packets), and constraints on transmission rate and latency.

Program-level support is provided by selectable metafunctions such as caching, failure-detection and handling, and...
Figure 2: Processing stages in a sprocket IPC. ① A custom communication function is called. It generalizes both “read” and “write” operations (cf §3), and abstracts the custom-generated communication logic managed by sprockets. ② State can be persisted to mitigate against faults if the peered functions cannot ignore or recover from loss themselves. ③ A work-list of transformations is applied to memory references before they are serialized for communication. ④ Depending on underlying communication constraints, the interface decides what data to send and how to organize it into datagrams. ⑤ If required by the interface, additional functions are executed after segments are transmitted, for example to retransmit segments. ⑥ In parallel, and if required by the interface, segment delivery is tracked to ensure reliable transport. ⑦ At the other end, a complementary interface uses similar logic to deliver the data to the peer. ⑧ If required by the interface, response status and data is propagated back to the application synchronously or asynchronously. ⑨ Several ad hoc communication functions can be generated, each with their custom handling by the sprocket IPC.

retaining a program-level log of events to bridge the gap between the program and the communication channel. By making some state explicit we can recover from failure through retries and checkpointing, as discussed earlier.

This support also relies on labelling the properties of code blocks and functions—such as idempotence, involution, and whether a function is side-effecting. This metadata is used to check whether the combination of constraints can be satisfied by the schema. This check is applied before generating a configuration that links together the invocation of sprockets with dependencies, such as OS-provided IPCs. Timers as well as checks related to information-flow control are provided by a monitor that is triggered by events; this overhead can be avoided if fewer runtime checks are needed.

3.2 Early evaluation

Our early prototype instantiates a protocol scheme as described in the previous section. An example instance is shown in Fig. 3 for a bidirectional exchange between two peers, either of which might fail at any moment, and whose communication can be disrupted. For our prototype we use encapsulate data to be transported over UDP. The peers are labelled “Caller” and “Callee”, and the protocol precisely accounts for the state that needs to be maintained, failure conditions that might arise, and how they can be recovered from.

Our current prototype only works for C, and does not automate the generation—it consists of a manually-invoked API that uses low-level IPCs. Realizing this vision further to automate this system across several programming languages could involve providing language-specific wrappers of our C code to begin with. We are continuing to expand the schema and prototype to support a broader range of features to support program-level communication needs. Additional features will be provided through interposition, partly inspired by in-network computation, and by leveraging features of transport protocols.

Figure 3: A lightweight protocol that provides a subset of TCP’s behavior: in-order transmission of data. This version of the protocol had separate hand-shaking and transfer phases. This was later simplified into a single-phase protocol, and combined with call-side memoization.
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